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This book offers a model for understanding securitization in terms of
hegemonic discourse formations. It re-thinks the very meaning of
security as well as the relationship between the understanding of
security in traditional and critical approaches in security studies to find
a common denominator between them. Deduced firmly from realist
political philosophy and its analytic categories, such as state-based
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sovereignty, security is presented as a function of discursive
formations. Providing a sound discourse-theoretical foundation which
includes both linguistic and non-linguistic practices as well as a focus
on relationships of power, the book offers a basis for the integration of
insights generated by the different approaches to securitisation, and
enhances the analytical and explanatory depth of the concept. As part
of its theoretical foundation, the book further presents a fundamentally
new image of long-standing theoretical and conceptual challenges
within speech-act inspired approaches, including the re-formulation of
central analytical categories such as the speaker-audience-context
nexus. By explaining securitisation as signifying the boundaries of the
construction of meaning, it presents an original understanding of
securitisation, which is deeply integrated into the structures of the
social construction of meaning. On this basis, the book offers a new
understanding of successful securitisation factors and insights into
aspects that render specific objects more or less likely for
securitisation. The book proceeds to discuss two central aspects of the
securitisation debate: The constitution of power, as well as an
exploration of the nature of the political and politicisation. An empirical
case study on the development-security-nexus offers further insights
into the applicability of the theoretical model. This book will appeal to
students, researchers, and scholars of political science and
international relations (IR) interested in a better understanding of IR
theory, realism, critical security studies, and discourse analysis.


